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0. INTRODUCTION 
First, let us describe what is understood here by a “damped vibrating 
system.” Consider a system that is determined by n generalized coordinates 
ql(r),..., q,,(t) and associtated kinetic energy, potential energy, and dis- 
sipation functions. These are supposed to be homogeneous quadratic forms 
in the generalized velocities, coordinates, and velocities, respectively, and 
independent of the time. Motions of such a system are then governed by 
differential equations of the form 
Aij+&j+Cq=O, (0.1) 
where q is the column vector of coordinates, the dots denote derivatives 
with respect to time, and A, B, C are n x n matrices associated with the 
respective quadratic forms. In particular, they are generally real and sym- 
metric with A positive definite and B, C nonnegative (or positive) definite. 
It is well known that solutions of such a system are intimately connected 
with the algebraic properties of the matrix-valued function 
L(i) = A3.2 + BA + C. (0.2) 
In the terminology of [ 1, 21, L(I) is known as a selfadjoint matrix 
polynomial. A number L, and a nonzero vector x are called an eigenvalue 
and associated (right) eigenvector of L(3,) if det L(&)=O and L(&)x=O. 
Generalized eigenvectors, or Jordan chains (which will be defined shortly) 
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also play an important role. Knowledge of these (algebraic) spectral 
properties provides information on primitive solutions of the differential 
equation (0.1). But more is true, once all of these spectral properties are 
known, the coefficient matrices A, B, C can be expressed in terms of them. 
This is the thrust of the “representation theorems” of reference [2], for 
example. They provide a natural generalization for the canonical Jordan 
representation of the function L,(j.) = Ii. - M where M is a general n x n 
complex matrix, i.e., 13. - M = X(U - J) X ’ where J is a matrix in Jordan 
normal form. 
The problems that we study are as follows: given a set of numbers (can- 
didates for eigenvalues) and sequences of vectors in C” (candidates for Jor- 
dan chains), what are the conditions under which this data determines (1) 
a unique matrix polynomial (this is already well understood), (2) a matrix 
polynomial with real coefficients, (3) a matrix polynomial with hermitian 
coefficients, and (4) a matrix polynomial with real symmetric coefftcients. 
The last three problems, and especially inverse problems for real matrix 
polynomials, are not so well understood. Chapter 10 of [2] and the paper 
[ I] contain important contributions to the understanding of problem (3) 
and, here, we make some contributions to each of problems (2) (3), and 
(4). In particular we wish to characterize spectral data determining second 
degree matrix polynomials of the form (0.2). They, in turn, determine 
corresponding vibrating systems. 
1. SPECTRAL THEORY OF MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
Our analysis will depend heavily on a spectral theory for matrix 
polynomials for which the monograph [2] is the only comprehensive 
reference work. An introduction to the theory can be found in Chapter 14 
of [4]. In this section we summarize most of the definitions, ideas, and 
results required for subsequent analysis. 
A matrix polynomial is a matrix-valued function of a complex variable of 
the form L(i) = xi=, A,;“’ where A,, A, ,..., A, are n x n matrices of com- 
plex (or real) numbers. The matrix polynomial is said to be manic if A, = I, 
real if A,, ,4 , ,..., A, are real matrices, and selfadjoint if A,, A ,,..., A, are 
hermitian matrices. Thus, a vibrating system corresponds to some real 
selfadjoint matrix polynomial of degree two. 
A Jordan chin of length k + 1 for a matrix polynomial L(I1) is a 
sequence of vectors x0, x, ,..., xk with x0 #O satisfying the relations 
(1.1) 
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Note that, in particular, the number i,, and .Y~) satisfy L(E,,)s,, = 0, .vo # 0. 
The set a(L) of all such numbers & form the spectrum of L(i) and are 
known as rigenaalues of L(R). The vector x,~ is called an associated (right) 
eigentlector. 
With a Jordan chain of Length k + 1, having associated eigenvalue i.,,, 
we couple the Jordan block of size k + 1 
41 
0 
: 
0 
0 
I 0 .” 
i.,, 1 
0 E.,, 
0' 
1 
Oi,, 
Now it is possible to organize complete information about eigenvalues and 
their multiplicities, and all the Jordan chains into two matrices. If ,5(A) has 
size n and degree I a matrix X of size n x nl is formed whose columns are 
formed from Jordan chains, arranged so that the members of a chain 
appear side by side in X. The second matrix J is in Jordan normal form 
and is an In x In block diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of L(j.) on the 
main diagonal. The diagonal blocks are just Jordan blocks whose orders 
correspond to those of the chains in X. The information about the eigen- 
values of L(2) is “complete” if and only if this pair (X, J) satisfies 
x;=,, A,XJ’= 0, and has the property that the square matrix 
Q(x, Jj = Qe 
x 
XJ 
XJ’ 
(1.2) 
is nonsingular. In this case (A’, J) is called a Jordan pair for Lo,), and it can 
then be shown that the In x n matrix 
has the property that the columns of YT form Jordan chains for 
L’(A) = def x:= 0 A,‘“,’ (and the superscript T denotes transposition). We 
call (A’, J, Y) a Jordan triple for L(2*). 
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Let three matrices (U, T, V) be related to a Jordan triple (X, .I, Y) by 
similarity in the following sense: there is a nonsingular matrix S such that 
u=xs I, T= SJF’, v= SY. (1.3) 
Then (U, V) and (U, T, V) are called a standard pair and standard triple for 
L(r,), respectively. A particularly useful standard pair involves the com- 
panion matrix C, for L(I), namely 
0 I o... 0 
0 0 I 
. . 
I 
-A,, -A, ‘.. -Ai-, 1. (1.4) 
If we also define U = [I 0 ... 0] (an n x In matrix) then (U, C,) is a stan- 
dard pair ,for L(E.). In fact, (see Corollary 1.21 of [2] or Lemma 14.1 of 
[3]), if (X, J) is a Jordan pair for L(I*) then 
U= XQ -‘, C, =QJQ- ‘. (1.5) 
Now we can state our first important result. It shows how the coefficients 
of L(i.) can be expressed in terms of the matrices of a standard triple (and 
hence in terms of the spectral data contained in a Jordan triple). This is 
clearly a fundamental result in the analysis of inverse problems. The reader 
should verify that, when I,()>) = ZE. - AO, this proposition produces the Jor- 
dan normal form for A,. For convenience, we confine attention to manic 
polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L( ju) be a manic matric polynomial of degree 1 with 
standard triple (U, T, V). Then the coefficients of L(A) are given by 
[A, A, . . . A,- ,I= -XT’QP’, (1.6) 
~~4ere Q = Q( U, T) is defined in (1.2) and also by 
= -R-‘T’y, 
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lrhere R = [V TV T’ ’ V] (und i.v necessttrii~~ nonsingular ). Furthermore 
the imerse (or resolvent ) of Lo.) is giren hi, 
L(i) ’ = U( Ii. - T) ’ V, i. I$ a( L ). 
The following proposition is an important corollary for the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X he un n x In mutris and J an In x In matri.u in Jor- 
dan normal,fbrm. Then (X, J) is u Jordun puir ,f& some n x n manic matrix 
pol~m~mial of’ degree I if and on!ll if the matri.u Q c?f” Eq. ( 1.2) is nonsingulur. 
The coefficients of the corresponding matri.v pol?~nomial ure then given box 
equation ( 1.6). 
Now we consider two basic results concerning products and divisors of 
matrix polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let L,(jb) und L,(E,) be manic matrix polynomials w’ith 
stand& triples (U,, T,, V,) and (U,, TZ, If?), respectively. Then L(A)= 
L?(i.) L,(A) has a stundard triple (U, T, V) of’the,fi)rm 
(This is Theorem 3.2 of [2], and Theorem 14.8.1 of [4].) 
Note that when manic matrix polynomials are related by L(R) = 
L?(A) L,(A) we call L,(A) and Lz(E.) a right and kft diuisor of L(A), respec- 
tively. To characterize divisors we introduce the kn x In matrix Qk, defined 
for k = I, 2 ,..., I - 1 in terms of a standard triple (U, T, V) by 
Ii 
Qa = (; 
I.1 UT’ ’ 
In the next statement (Theorem 3.12 of [2]) we view Qk as a linear trans- 
formation from C”’ to C?” and use the symbol Qk,:, to denote the linear 
transformation from a subspace 9’ of C”’ to Ckn and defined by restricting 
the domain Q, in the natural way. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let L(E.) be u manic matrix polynomial qf degree 1 with 
standard pair (U, T). If there exists an integer k and a T-invariant suhspace 
.Y such that Qk, .v, : ,cP + Ckn is invertible, then L(A) has a manic right divisor 
qf degree k and the divisor has a standard pair (U, ,Y, T, ,y’). 
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Conversely, (f L(L) bus a manic right divisor of degree k with standard pair 
(U,, T,) then u, u, T, ,!eImQ-’ . il U,T; ’ 
is T-invariant with dimension kn, Qk, .‘y is invertible and the pair (X,,,, T,,,) 
is similar to (U, , T,). 
Here, X, .‘/ and T,,,,. are linear transformations from 9’ to @” and 9’ to 
9, respectively. Alternatively, one may think of X, .‘/’ and T, .‘? as n x kn and 
kn x kn matrices, respectively, obtained by choosing any basis in 9’ and the 
standard basis of unit coordinate vectors in C”. Im denotes image, or 
range, of a transformation or matrix (see, e.g., [4]). 
We consider some properties that are peculiar to manic selfadjoint 
polynomials. First, one anticipates a close connection between the eigen- 
vector structure of L(j.) and L’(1). This is reflected in the concept of a 
“selfadjoint” triple which makes explicit the simplest possible relationship 
between left and right eigenvectors (and Jordan chains) of a selfadjoint 
LO,). But first we need a new idea. We have seen that a matrix polynomial 
has an associated Jordan normal form. When the polynomial is selfadjoint 
it is easily seen that the eigenvalues are either real, or occur in conjugate 
pairs and that when A, 1 are eigenvalues with i, # 1, i and X have the same 
partial multiplicities. Thus, the Jordan matrix J for a selfadjoint 
polynomial can be organized in the following way: 
J= diag[J,, J,, J,.], (1.7) 
where J,. is a Jordan matrix with all its eigenvalues in the open upper half 
of the complex plane, J, is a real Jordan matrix, and the entries of JC are 
the complex conjugates of those in J,.. 
Let J, = diag[J,, J, ,..., J,], where J ,,..., J, are each Jordan blocks. Now 
define a permutation matrix P,. = diag[P,, P, ,..., P,] where, forj= 1, 2 ,..., t 
P, is the rotation matrix with the size of J,. (For example, the rotation 
matrix of size three is 
001‘ 1 11 0 1 0 . 1 0 0 
If J, = diag[j , ,..., j.,] where j, ,..., j, are Jordan blocks, we define 
P,. = diag[c, Pi ,..., s,,P,], 
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where E, ,..., C, are each equal to +I or -1, and @, is the rotation matrix 
with the size of j, for .i= 1, 2 .__., .Y. The set tc,, i:? ,,,., c,) is called a .s& 
charucteristic. Given J and a sign characteristic I: we construct the matrix 
0 0 PC 
P,,, = i 0 P, 0 1 
P, 0 0 
(1.8) 
Note that P* = P I ..I ,.J, Pt., = I, and 
J* = P,..,JP>,,,. 
Also, as the notation implies, P,,,, is uniquely determined once J (as in 
Eq. (1.7)) and c are given. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let L(j”) be (I manic selfadjoint matrix pol?womiul. Then 
there exists a Jordan puir (X, J) and a unique sign churacteristic E .such that 
( X J, P, ..,, X* ) (1.9) 
is u Jardun triple ,fbr L( E. ). 
A Jordan triple of the form (1.9) is said to be sdfkdjoint. 
In general, we cannot assert that a manic matrix polynomial of degree 
two or more has a manic right divisor. However, if the polynomial is 
selfadjoint, we do have a positive statement. (See Theorem 11.2 of [2] for 
more details. ) 
PROPOSITION 6. Lf’ L(i) is u monk selfadjoint matrix polvnomiul of 
degree 1 then there exist monk pol.vnomials L,(E.), L,(j”) with degress l/2 if 1 
is even, and (I+ 1)/2, (I- 1)/2 lf 1 is odd, such that Lo.)= Lz(A) L,(A). 
Furthermore, these,fuctors of L(i) can he chosen so that a(L,) and a(L,) 
ure in the closed upper and lower halves qf the complex plane, respectively. 
Note that when 1 is even L(%) may have no real eigenvalues and C( L,), 
o(Lz) may be in the open upper and lower halves of the complex plane. If I 
is odd, c(L) contains at least n real eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) 
making reference to closed half planes necessary. (See Theorem 10.4 of 
[2].) In general, it is the presence of real eigenvalues in a(L) which leads 
to difficulties in the proof of this result. 
A more special class of selfadjoint polynomials consists of those for 
which L(A) is a nonnegative definite matrix whenever jti E R. Thus, i, E R 
implies L(i.) 2 0. Again, the presence of real eigenvalues for L(A) implies 
that Lo.) cannot be positive definite for all i E IR. However, I E a(L) implies 
3. # I, and L*(i.) = L(A) together imply that L(1,) is positive definite for all 
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2e E R. In these situations we refer to L(L) as a nonnegative, or positive 
matrix polynomial, as the case may be. We conclude this review with a 
result concerning manic nonnegative matrix polynomials of degree two (see 
Theorem 12.8 of [2]). 
PROPOSITION 7. Let L(i) he an n x n manic selfadjoint matrix polynomial 
qf degree tivo. Then the ,following statements are equivalent: 
(i) L(2) is a nonnegative matrix pol.vnomial. 
(ii) There is a matrix Z E C” x ” such that L(L) = (12 - Z*)(ZA - Z). 
(iii) The partial multiplicities of all real eigenvalues sf L(A) are all 
ewn and the sign characteristic qf L(2) consists entirely ?f +ls. 
2. THE INVERSE PROBLEM FOR REAL MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
Given an n x In matrix X and an In x In matrix J in Jordan normal form, 
we have already noted the fundamental criterion under which they form a 
Jordan pair for some matrix polynomial. This is the invertibility of matrix 
Q of equation (1.2), and the coefficients of L(A) can be then defined in 
terms of X and J as in equation (1.6). 
We next ask for further conditions on X and J to guarantee that the 
coefficients of the matrix polynomial they generate will be real. This is a 
property required in the great majority of applications. First, note that the 
eigenvalues (and their multiplicities) of a matrix polynomial with real coef- 
ficients are symmetric with respect to the real axis of the complex plane. 
This implies that there is a Jordan matrix for the matrix polynomial with 
the block diagonal form of Eq. (1.7). Also, the defining relations for a 
Jordan chain ,Y”, X, ,..., X, at eigenvalues &, 
i ;L”‘(E.,).u,+ =o, k = 0, l,..., t 
imply that when the coefficients of L are real we also have 
k = 0, 1 ,..., t. 
Thus there is a similar symmetry enjoyed by the eigenvectors and 
generalized eigenvectors. We deduce the existence of Jordan pair (X, J) 
with J of the form (1.7) and with X partitioned in a compatible way: 
x= [X,. x, R,], (2.1) 
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where X,. is real. The next result provides a converse statement, and shows 
(in particular) that if (X, J) is a pair of matrices with the structure of (2.1 ) 
and (1.7) and if they determine a matrix polynomial then they generate a 
rrrrl matrix polynomial. 
THEOREM 1. Ecrv,, real matrix po[lnomial has a Jordan pair ,r,ith the 
.xtruc’ture of’ (2.1 ) and (1.7). Conwrsel~: let X he an n x In matrix and J an 
In x In matri\- in Jordan normul,form bcith the structure of ( 1.7 ). If’ the matri.u 
Q of’ equation ( 1.2 ) i.s nonsingu/ur und (c$ Eq. (2. I ) ) 
x= IX, x, X,,U]. 
where X, is real and lJ E xZ,( J, ), then (X, J) is a Jordun pair for u real monk 
matrix polynomial. 
Note that, for any square matrix M, .r9(M) will always denote the 
algebra of matrices which commute with M, and .c4,(M) denotes the sub- 
algebra of invertible matrices that commute with M. 
Proof: Let (X, J) be a Jordan pair with the prescribed structure for a 
manic matrix polynomial L(E,) of degree 1, and let C, be the first com- 
panion matrix of L(L), as defined in Eq. (1.4). Define the permutation 
matrix P,, from identity and zero matrices by 
I 
0 0 I,. 
P,, = 0 I, 0 
I, 0 0 
and it is easily verified that P, JP,, = 7 and 
Now C, and J are similar. Indeed, since C, = QJQ ’ (see Eq. (1.5)) we 
find that 
C,=QJQ ’ =QP,JP,e-‘=@iQ-‘=c?,. 
Thus, C, is real and so the coefficients of L(j.) must be real. i 
The next natural step for us would be the formulation of a direct charac- 
terization of those Jordan pairs giving rise to matrix polynomials with 
hermitian or real symmetric matrix coefficients; i.e. selfadjoint matrix 
polynomials. But this turns out be relatively complicated and will be 
postponed to section 5. Before making that analysis we take advantage of 
some known factorization properties of selfadjoint polynomials. 
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3. CONSEQUENCES OF THE GENERAL FACTORED FORM, 1 
If L(L) is an n x n manic selfadjoint matrix polynomial of degree two it 
follows from Proposition 6 that there are n x n matrices Wand Z such that 
L(A) = (AZ- W)(AZ- Z). (3.1) 
Furthermore, the existence theory tells us that W and Z can always be 
found with the property that if A is a nonreal eigenvalue of Z then x# o(Z). 
Since the spectrum of L(L) is symmetric with respect to the real axis of the 
complex plane this means that 1~ a(W). In particular, Z may have no real 
eigenvalues in which case W has no real eigenvalues and cr( W) = o(Z). 
Our point of view here will be that of an “extension problem.” Suppose 
that Z is given, what are the possible choices for W which will make L(L) 
of (3.1) selfadjoint? Formulated another way one may ask: Given Z E Cflxn 
with Im j. 3 0 whenever ~.E(T(Z), determine the matrices W for which 
W + Z and WZ are hermitian. Then find those W for which W + Z and 
WZ are real symmetric. 
Note that the first problem always has a solution, namely W= Z*, but 
we would like to know others. Several of the results of this paper can be 
seen as providing partial answers to these two problems but the questions 
are still open in the generality of these statements. 
When the matrix Z is assigned we implicitly assign “half’ of the spectral 
data required to determine L(A). This is because, if L,, L,, L are manic 
matrix polynomials for which L(A) = L,(j*) L,(A) then all the eigenvalues of 
L,(i) and their associated multiplicities and Jordan chains are inherited by 
L(j”). Thus, if L,(A) has a Jordan pair (A’,, J,) and L(i.)=Cj_, AiA, then 
(see Corollary 3.8 of [2]) 
c A,X,J;=O. 
/=O 
For a factorization of the form (3.1), if Z = X,J,X; 1 where J, is a matrix 
in Jordan normal form then II- Z has the Jordan pair (X,, J,) and these 
determine eigenvalues of L(i), lower bounds for their partial multiplicities 
and (partial) Jordan chains of L(l) of corresponding lengths. Thus, using 
Proposition 3, it may be assumed that L(A) has a standard pair of the form 
x= LX, n (3.2) 
for some n x n matrices Y, D, , J, determined by the choice of W. 
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Suppose now that we are given an invertible Z. Then LO,) is selfadjoint if 
and only if W satisfies the equations 
zs w=z*+ w*, wz = z* w*. (3.3) 
Since Z is invertible the last equation is equivalent to W= Z*H for some 
Hermitian H. Thus Eqs. (3.3) are found to be equivalent to 
Z*H- HZ=Z*-Z, (3.4) 
W= Z*H. (3.5) 
The strategy of this section is to solve (3.4) for H in terms of Z and then 
obtain W from (3.5). 
Our first observation is that (3.4) has a unique solution if a(Z) n 
o(Z*) = /zI (see, e.g., Corollary S2.3 of [2]). This implies that Z has no real 
eigenvalues and no eigenvalues in complex conjugate pairs. In particular, Z 
is automatically invertible. 
THEOREM 2. [f’o(Z) n o(Z*) = fa then Eq. (3.3) have the unique solution 
w= z*. 
(A Hilbert space generalization of this statement appears as Theorem 3.2 of 
lI31.1 
Proqf Clearly Eq. (3.4) has the unique solution H = I and the result 
follows from (3.5.) i 
A Jordan pair for L(%), under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 will be deter- 
mined in the Corollary to Theorem 5. 
Note that, in the theorem, Z itself cannot be real and we shall return to 
the interesting question of when Z* + Z and Z*Z are real in Theorem 6 
and the corollary to Theorem 9. 
More generally, we would like to admit matrices Z with some real spec- 
trum. If Z = X,J,X; ‘, as above, where J, is a matrix in Jordan normal 
form. Then (3.4) is equivalent to 
JZfi - fiJ, = J:(xgx,) - (X2,) Jz, (3.6) 
where t?= X:HX,. Now let 
x, = cx,. x,1, 
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where the partitions are compatible, a(J,) c R! and Im 3, >O if ~EG(J,.). 
Then (3.6) decomposes into three equations: 
J,*H,, -H,,J,. =J,*(X(fX,.)-(X,*X,.)J,., (3.7) 
JPH,, - H,,J, = J,*(X,*X,) - (X,*X,) J,, (3.8) 
J,TH12 - H,,J, = J,*(X:X,)- (X,*X,) J,. (3.9) 
Since cr(J,)no(J,*)= 0, Eq. (3.7) has the unique solution H,, =X:X,.. 
Similarly, (3.8) has the unique solution H,, =X,*X, and Eq. (3.9) has the 
general solution 
H,, = X,*X, + P, U, (3.10) 
where P, is the symmetric permutation matrix for which P,JTP, = J,, and 
Ii is any matrix in d(J,) for which P,U is hermitian. Thus, if we write 
(with the obvious partition) 
x,1= y, [ I Y, 
we have 
fix-1 = 
[ 
x,*x, x,*x, Y‘ 
x:x,. X,*X,+P,U I[ 1 Y, = 
and so 
[ 
X; 
XT + P, UY, 1 
W=Z*H=(X,‘)*J@X,’ 
= Y;J,rX,* + Y,*J,*X,* + Y,*J,*P,UY, 
= Z* + Y*J*P UY rrr r. (3.11) 
Since X,* YT = 0 it follows immediately that X,* W = X:Z* = JFX,?. Thus, 
W*X,. = X,.J,. and we deduce that W* has Im X,. as an invariant subspace 
and also the Jordan form of W* restricted to this subspace is just J,. A 
result of this kind is to be expected since W must supply the “sym- 
metrizing” spectrum required for L(L). 
Since Im X,. is W*-invariant, W* has a block triangular representation in 
the basis consisting of the columns of X,. Thus, 
w*cx,. x,-j= [X,. X,] ; 
F 1 
;I 
2 
(3.12) 
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In particular, LP’*X, = X, W, + X, IV,. Using the definition of Y’, and Y, it 
is found that 
w, = Y, w*x,., w, = Y, w*x,.. 
and using Eq. (3.1 1 ), 
w, = ( Y, Y,*) P, C’J,, W? = .I,. + ( Y, Y,* ) P,. UJ, 
Substituting back into (3.12) we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let Z hr N nonsingulur mutris \i,ith Jdun normul ,fbrm 
J, = diag[ J, , J,.] whrrr a(J, ) is red uncl i E a( J, ) implies Im R > 0. Thr 
pol~womiul 
L(E.)=(li.- W)(Zi.-Z) 
M/*=/y J, 
0 J,.+(Y,Y,*)P,.UJ, 
(3.13) 
kc,hrrr U E d( J,), P, J, P, = J,!’ and P,. U is hermitian. 
Recall also that 
Z=X,J,X,‘, x, = [Ix< x,.1, and Jy ‘z / 
Proc$ The necessity of (3.13) has been shown. For the sufficiency it is 
easily checked that Eq. (3.13) implies (3.11) and then that (3.11) implies 
that W + Z and WZ are hermitian. 1 
The main interest of the result lies in the information that it gives concer- 
ning our freedom of choice for the real spectrum of W once Z has been 
assigned. 
Note that if J, is a diagonal matrix with distinct entries then P, = I,. 
Also, Y, = [0 11 X, ‘, so that Y, Y,* is a “bottom-right” principal sub- 
matrix of (X;X,) ‘. The choice U= 0 in this analysis produces the 
obvious solution W* = Z. 
It would be interesting to know more explicitly what the eigenvalues of 
(I+ Y, YTPr U)Jy may be. When are they all real, for example, and what 
are the associated eigenvectors of L(j”)? For a given J, can we choose U to 
produce an)! other set of real eigenvalues? In contrast to the example to 
follow, the general answer to this question seems to be “no.” 
One special case which is relatively clear is that in which J, is a real 
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diagonal matrix. Then P,. = I and we may choose U = al, for some real 
a>O. Then (I+ Y, YTP,U)J, = (I+a( Y,Y,*))J, and the first factor is a 
positive definite matrix. The product therefore has r real eigenvalues. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
z= r -I+i 0 -1 -1 1 
and it can be shown by direct calculation that, for L(1*)&(11- W)(U - Z) 
to be selfadjoint, W must belong to the one-parameter family 
w= M‘- 1 +i -1 + M’i 1 w E R. -wi u,-1 ’ 
Furthermore, a(L) = { - 1 + i, - 1 - i, - 1, 2~ - 1 j. Thus, the one real 
eigenvalue that W must have can be given any real value. However, if we 
insist that W+ Z and WZ are real and symmetric, then the matrix W is 
uniquely defined, since we must take u’ = 0 and obtain W = Z*. 
4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE GENERAL FACTORED FORM, II 
We now make a further assumption concerning W which will not 
generally be restrictive, although it rules out the possibility of the choice 
W= Z* in Eq. (3.1). Suppose that Z has the form used in the preceding 
analysis except that Z may now be singular. As before, Z has a Jordan nor- 
mal form J, = diag[J,., J,] where o(J,) c R and if i E a(J,.) then Im(A) > 0. 
Write Z = X,J,X;’ and X, = [X,,.X,,]. We assume that W has a 
Jordan normal form J, = diag[J,., 5,] where fJ(J,,) = R and 
a(J,,)no(J,)= a. Thus the nonreal eigenvalues of W are just the con- 
jugates of the nonreal eigenvalues of Z and Z, W have no eigenvalues in 
common. Let W= X&,X;‘. (The existence of such pairs Z and W 
producing a selfadjoint polynomial is assured by factorization theory.) 
Viewed as matrix polynomials %- Z and iI-- W have Jordan triples 
(X,, J,, X; ‘1 and (A’,, J,, Xi,‘), respectively, for some nonsingular 
matrix X,,. Since 
L(A) = (II- W)(AZ- Z) 
it follows from Proposition 3 that L(I) has a standard triple 
x= LX, 01, J= Jz 
[ 
X,‘XPv 
0 Jw 19 y=[X”,?]. (4.1) 
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But since L(R) is selfadjoint it must also have a selfadjoint Jordan triple 
(see Proposition 5) and we may assume X, defined in such a way that the 
selfadjoint triple has the form 
T= diag[J(, J,, J,.‘, J,] = diag[J,, J,+,], 
P= p/F*, 
(4.2) 
where we would like to determine the square matrix Y,, and P is a 
“canonical” matrix appearing in the definition of selfadjoint triples. In this 
case it has the form 
(4.3) 
(see Proposition 5), and we recall that P’ = Z, PJP = J”*. 
Since all standard triples are similar there is a nonsingular matrix S such 
that (comparing (4.1) and (4.2)) 
.P= xs, T=S ‘JS, P=s- ‘Y. (4.4) 
Since Ss= JS, the special forms of j and J and the fact that 
O-(Z) n a( W) = QI imply that there is a transforming matrix S of the form 
-I K s=. I’ I 1 
where K is the unique solution of KJ, - JZK= X-2 ‘X,. 
The relation P= S- ’ Y now gives Y = SF= SPX*, or 
In particular, Pz, X: + P,, Y*, = X,’ . Introduce the partition X, = 
cx,,. Xml and the natural partitions Y, = [Y,, Y,,], X, = 
[X,,, X,,,] and using the definitions (4.3) we obtain 
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or 
In particular, it follows that 
x:.,. xw,, = 0 and XZ,,(~w,,.P,) = 1. (4.5) 
These two conclusions can be recast to give the following necessary 
conditions constraining the choice of W if Z is supposed to be given. It is 
convenient to introduce the W-invariant (spectral) subspaces 6$.(W) and 
&Fr( W) associated with nonreal and real parts of the spectrum of W, with a 
similar convention for .Z and Z*. Also, the following lemma will be needed. 
Here, the symbols i and @ denote direct sums and orthogonal direct 
sums of subspaces, respectively. 
LEMMA. Let A E Cffx” and a(A)=o, UCJ* with CJ, no, = 0. Let 4(A) 
he the A-invariant (spectral) suhspace associated with (T, for j= 1, 2 and 
define A*-invariant subspaces &,(A*), &(A*) similarly in terms of the sets 8, 
and ~7~. Then 
&(A*)’ =$,(A), &,(A*)’ =&(A) (4.6) 
The proof is a straightforward exercise. 
THEOREM 4. Zf L(2) = (Z2 - W)(Zl- Z) where a(W) n a(Z) = @, 
L*(2) = L(%), and the conventions concerning the spectra of Z and W defined 
in thefirst paragraph of the section hold. Then &r(W) = gr(Z*), and there is a 
Jordan basis for K.(W) (making up the columns of X,,.) such that 
(X,,, P, ) X:.,. is the projector on 6’.( W) along &,( W). 
Proof The first of Eqs. (4.5) implies that e(W) CCC“~(Z)’ and, by 
dimensionality, it follows that &( W) = F;.(Z)I. Now it follows from the 
lemma that 4(Z)’ = c$(Z*) and the first statement is obtained. The second 
equation of (4.5) says that (X,,.P,) is a right-inverse for X$.,. and the last 
statement of the theorem follows directly from this. 1 
When a factorization of the form (3.1) exists it is clear that Jordan chains 
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for the right divisor are also Jordan chains for L(1). We conclude this 
section by noting the connection between (right) Jordan chains for the 
/~fi divisor (IA - W) and right Jordan chains for L(A), given that 
a( I+‘) n o(Z) = 0. For this argument we do rrot require that L(A) be selfad- 
joint. 
THEOREM 5. Let L(A) = (Ii. - W)(I). -Z), o( W) n o(Z) = 0, und 
Z = X, J,X, ’ whew J, is u matrix in Jordan normal ftirm. LCI 
X= [X, Y,,], J=diag[J, J,+.] he u Jordan pairfbr L(E.). Then rhere is a 
nonsingular matrix X,. such thut W = A’, J,.X,.’ whew 
X,. = Y,,.J,,. - ZY,., (4.7) 
und concer.sel~x, if’~‘r ure gicrn W = X,, J,, A’,,.’ and Y,,. is the unique solution 
of’(4.7) then [X,r., Y,], J=diag[J, Jet-] is u Jordun pair,fi)r L(i). 
Proof: Let .r’o, j’, . . . . . j’, be a Jordan chain of L(i) with eigenvalue 1 
making up consecutive columns of Y,,.. The definition of a Jordan chain 
(see equation ( 1.1 )) gives ~3,) # 0 and 
L(Z) 0 0 0 
L”‘(X) L(i) 0 
$L”‘(2) L”‘(2) L(T) 
0 p(z) L”‘(i) 
0 0 . 0 $L’“(?) L”‘(I, 
(4.8 1 
and we note that L(I) = (Zi. - W)(Z). - Z), L”‘(L) = (13. - W) + (I>* - Z), 
=o 
and $L”‘(j.) = I. Define x0, x, ..__, x, by 
zz - z . 0 
Z II-2 ; 
0 
0 
0 . . I zz-z 1[ 
I’0 
1’1 
(4.9) 
Since 2 E a( W) and cr( W) n o(Z) = 0, x0 # 0. Furthermore, combining 
Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) it is found that 
(ZL W)x, = 0, (IL W)x, = -xn )...) (IL W)x, = -x,-- ,. 
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Thus, .x0, x, ,..., Y is a Jordan chain for W. Write XT = [x0x, ... x,], Y; = _ z 
CYOYI . . .y,] and Eq. (4.9) is found to be equivalent to 
3’: = Y;J; - ZY;, 
where J; is the Jordan block of size a + 1 with eigenvalue 1. Applying this 
to all the Jordan chains appearing in the columns of Y, Eq. (4.7) is 
obtained. The proof of the converse statement also follows from the basic 
relationship (4.9). 1 
COROLLARY. Let L(A) = (/A - Z*)(U - Z), o(Z) n a(Z*) = 125, and Z = 
Xz J/X, ‘3 ‘vhere J, is a Jordan normal,form. Let Y be the unique solution of 
YJ;-J~Y=(X;X,)~~’ (4.10) 
and Y = X, YP (where P is the permutation matrix for which Jg = PJ, P). 
Then [X, Y], diag[J,, J,] is a Jordan pair,for L(A). 
Proof In the theorem we may put W= Z* = (.X’s ‘)*1,X: and it is 
easily seen that Xw = (X; ’ )* P. Equation (4.7) becomes 
YJ, - ZY= (X,‘)*P. 
Substitute Z=X,J,X;’ and we get Eq. (4.10). 1 
The corollary can now be combined with Theorem 1 to obtain a 
criterion for the coefficients of L(A) to be real. 
THEOREM 6. Let Z = X,J,X; ’ where J, is a Jordan matrix, 
cr(J,) n o(J:) = @, and let P be the canonical matrix associated with J,. 
The polynomial L(1) = (Ii - Z*)(ZA - Z) has real coefficients if and only if 
z(X,PU*X;)- (X,PU*Xg)z* = I (4.11) 
.for some U E .a?,( Jz). 
Proof It follows from Theorem 1 that the Jordan pair [X, Y], 
diag[J,, J2] of the corollary corresponds to a real polynomial if and only 
if Y = X, U for some U E &,(Jz). That is, if and only if the solution of 
(4.10) has the form Y= X; ‘X, UP. Thus the polynomial is real if and only 
if 
(X;‘x,UP)J;- J&&‘&UP)= (X2X,))‘, 
and this is easily seen to be equivalent to Eq. (4.11). m 
Condition (4.11) can be reformulated to produce other criteria for L(A) 
to have real coefficients. The most interesting of these will be obtained 
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more directly as a consequence of Theorem 9. For the moment we only 
observe that, if Z has all eigenvalues in the upper halfplane, then 
i(X,PU*XA) must be positive definite. This is to be interpreted as an 
orthogonality condition among the eigenvectors of Z. 
5. JORDAN PAIRS THAT DETERMINE SELFADJ~INT POLYNOMIALS 
We return now to the general question of when a Jordan pair (X, J) 
corresponds to a selfadjoint polynomial and continue in the spirit of Sec- 
tion 2. Jordan pairs were defined in Section 1 and in Theorem 1 we see 
some further conditions under which the corresponding matrix polynomial 
(of degree I) is real. We now obtain a characterization of those pairs for 
which the corresponding matrix polynomial is selfadjoint. Recall that an 
n x nl matrix X and nl x nl Jordan matrix J form a Jordan pair if and only if 
the matrix Q of Eq. (1.2) is invertible. 
THEOREM 7. A Jordan pair (X, J) corresponds to a selfadjoint manic 
matrix polynomial if and only {f there is a TE d,(J) and a canonical matrix 
P,:,, such that 
( TP,,, T* ) X* = 1. (5.1) 
Proo$ It is proved in Theorem 10.6 of [2] that, if (X, J) is a Jordan 
pair for L(A) and L*(A) = L(A) then there is a TEL&‘,(J) and a sign charac- 
teristic F such that, if we define X, = XT, then (XT, J, P,,JX*,) is a selfad- 
joint triple (see Proposition 5). This means that P,:,,X*, satisfies 
-7 a- 
0 
l /:I p,,,x:.= 0 I 
Since XT = XT and T commutes with J Eq. (5.1) is obtained. 
Conversely, suppose that (X, J) is a Jordan pair and that Eq. (5.1) is 
satisfied for some T E .sS,( J). Define Y = ( TP,,, T* ) X* and Eq. (5.1) implies 
that (X, J, Y) is a standard triple for the polynomial L(A) determined by 
(X, J). But defining X, = XT this same equation implies that (X,, J, 
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P,.,X*,) is a standard triple and, by definition, it is a selfadjoint triple. 
Proposition 1 shows that for any 1~ R\a(L), 
L(i)-’ =X,(Z&J)-’ P,;.$Y*, = (L(i)*)-‘, 
and so L(i) is selfadjoint. 1 
The case I= 1 of this theorem (when P,,, = I) asserts that every her- 
mitian matrix can be reduced to diagonal form by a unitary matrix. 
For the purpose of illustration, and since it is the case of interest for this 
paper, let us examine the condition (5.1) in more detail for the case I= 2. 
The symmetry of the spectrum implies that we may take 
J= diag[J(, J,, J,.], 
where J, is real and o(J,) is in the open upper half of the complex plane. 
Then X can be partitioned accordingly: X= [X,.X, X,.,1. But note that X, 
is not real, in general, unless the coefficients of L are real. Similarly, it is 
only in the real case that there is a Jordan pair with X,.. =X,. as in 
Theorem 1. The canonical matrix takes the form 
1 P,. 0 0 1 
and, with T = I, Eq. (5.1) now takes the form of the “orthogonality” con- 
ditions: 
x,. P, x,*. + x, P,. x,* + x, P,,rx: = 0, (5.2) 
X,.J,.P,X~+X,,P,J,*Xf+X,J,P,,,,X,*=I. (5.3) 
6. NONNEGATIVE QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS 
A matrix polynomial is said to be nonnegative (or positive) if, for every 
J-E&! and XEC’, x*L(/l)x30 (or >O). Clearly, for any ZE@“~” the 
polynomial L(i) = (ZE, - Z*)(ZL - Z) is nonnegative. Furthermore, it is 
positive if and only if Z has no real eigenvalues. For such polynomials the 
Jordan structure of L(I) is simply determined by that of Z (although the 
precise form of this structure is not easily established). For the following 
results we write Z = X,J,X; ’ where J, = diag[J, J,] is in Jordan normal 
form and J, , J, have no real eigenvalues, and only real eigenvalues, respec- 
tively. The matrix X, is partitioned accordingly: X, = [X,. X,]. 
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PROPOSITION 8. If’ L(i)= (I). -Z*)(Zi - Z) then L(j.) i111.s N 
corwsponding Jordun mutri.u of the ,form 
J = diag [ J, Jlr J, ] E @“I x “‘, (6.1 1 
whew J7, is ohtained,from J,. by doubling ihr sizcl of’euch Jordan block. 
This result is Theorem 5.2 of [ 11. There is also a converse statement and 
this provides a generalization of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 8. Lrr L(i.)= (Zi.- W)(Z). -Z), L*(i.)= L(3.), und let L(i.) 
hare u Jordun mrrtri.v of the ,form (6.1 ). Then W= Z*. 
Proof: Let (X, J) be a Jordan pair for L(i) where J is given by (6.1). 
Let .I’(’ be the supporting subspace for the divisor Ii. - Z of L(3.) with 
respect to J. Then by Theorem 3.20 of [2], IA - W* (as a right divisor of 
L(j.)) has supporting subspace .N’ with respect to J*. Let P,,, be a 
canonical matrix for L(A) associated with J (as in Proposition 5). Then 
J* = P,,,,JP,..] and it follows that (as this is a similarity), Zi. - W* has 
supporting subspace P,.,.fll with respect to J. 
Now the supporting subspace .I’/’ is easily described as the span of unit 
coordinate vectors associated with columns of the block J, of J and the 
first halves of the real blocks of J2, in J. Then it is easily verified that, in 
fact, P,.,,. W L = I’/. Since a right divisor is uniquely determined by a 
supporting subspace it follows that W* = Z. 1 
Note that when J2,- does not have the special structure assumed here, 
P, ,,,, N ’ # I N in general. 
Our final topic concerns the question of when spectral data defines a reul 
nonnegative polynomial. In fact, we consider the relatively easy case in 
which the polynomial is positive. This means that we can write 
L(A) = (II - Z*)(Ij. - Z) 
and Z has its spectrum confined to the open upper half of the complex 
plane. We write Z = A’, J, Xc ’ where .I,. is in Jordan normal form and we 
seek conditions on X, and J, which will ensure that L(i) has real sym- 
metric coefftcients and the pair 
x= cx, x,1, J= diag[J, J,] 
determine a selfadjoint triple for L(A). 
(6.2) 
THEOREM 9. Let X, , J, E: C” x ‘I with J,. in Jordan normal form and having 
no reul eigenvalues. Then the matrices (X, J) qf Eqs. (6.2).form a Jordan pair 
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,far a real selfadjoint matrix polynomial if and only if there are real sym- 
metric matrices T and K such that 
X,.PXT= - 4 iT, X,J,PX,‘=t(Z-iK) (6.3) 
and P is the unique canonical permutation matrix associated with J,.. 
Furthermore, the matrix T is positive definite lf and only !f det X, # 0 and 
Im i. > 0 for every I. E a( J, ). 
Proaf!f: If the pair (X, J) determines a selfadjoint polynomial then, by 
Theorem 1, it is real and, by Theorem 7, Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) apply and 
(since we may set X,’ = 8, ) they simplify to the form 
x, P/XT + X, PX,* = 0, (6.4) 
X, J, PXT + X, PJ,*X,* = I. (6.5) 
The first of these equations implies that X,.PXJ is skew-hermitian. 
Obviously, it is also symmetric. It follows that X, PXt= - $iT for some 
real symmetric T. 
Using the abbreviation Y = X,. J,. PX(r, Eq. (6.5) reads Y + Y* = I and has 
the general solution Y= t I+ S, where S is an arbitrary skew-hermitian 
matrix. But Y is also symmetric, so S = - $iK for some real symmetric K. 
The second of Eqs. (6.3) is obtained. 
Conversely, let Eqs. (6.3) hold with K, T real and symmetric. Then 
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) are immediately verified. Furthermore, 
PX<?- J, PXJ 
PX,* PJ;X,* 
where @ denotes a matrix of no immediate concern. It follows that the 
matrix on the left is nonsingular and hence (X, J) form a Jordan pair. Then 
Theorems 7 and 1 show that (X, J) determine a polynomial that is selfad- 
joint, and real, respectively. 
For the last statement of the theorem suppose first that det X,. # 0. Let 
M = X, J, XC ’ and Eq. (6.5) gives 
(X,. J,. X<- ’ )(X, PX,7 ) + (X, PX,T)( X,. J, Xi- ’ )* = Z, 
or M( - iiT) + (fiT)M* = 1. Thus, 
(iM)T+ T(iM)* = -21, (6.6) 
and, if J, (and hence M) has all its eigenvalues in the open upper half 
plane, then iM is stable. It follows from the Lyapunov theorem that T is 
positive definite. (More generally, if det Tf 0 then iM and ( -T) have the 
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same inertia.) Conversely, T positive definite implies that det X,. #O and 
iM is stable. Hence all eigenvalues of J, are in the open upper half 
plane. u 
Note that this theorem also follows (as it must) from the charac- 
terization of real polynomials given in Theorem 6. 
Observe that when Eqs. (6.3) are satisfied and T is invertible, we may 
substitute PXJ- - (i/2) Xc: ‘T in the second equation and obtain 
Z~ffX,J,XC~i=KT~‘+iT ‘. (6.7) 
Then we have I;(n) = (1;” - Z*)(Zi. - Z). It is easily verified that Z* + Z 
and Z*Z are, indeed, real symmetric matrices. In this way, and using the 
comment above about inertia, we obtain the following statement (in which 
eigenvalues are counted according to multiplicities). 
COROLLARY. Let Z he a matrix with no real eigenvalues. Then Z* + Z 
and Z*Z are real symmetric matrices if and only if Z = KT ’ + iT ’ ,for 
some real symmetric matrices K and T with det T # 0. Furthermore, the num- 
ber qf eigenvalues qf Z above the real axis is equal to the number of positive 
eigenvalues of‘ T. 
Another way to express this description of Z is to first assign Im Z as a 
nonsingular real symmetric matrix H and then Re Z is required to be an 
arbitrary real H-selfadjoint matrix. In particular, if Im Z > 0 then Re Z has 
only real eigenvalues and is diagonable. In fact if Im Z = KTK where K is 
real then, necessarily, Re Z= K ‘DK for some real diagonal matrix K. 
Let us illustrate these results in some special cases. Observe that the case 
in which J, is diagonal (Z is diagonable) can be viewed as a generic case. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose J, is diagonal. Then the canonical matrix P is just 
the identity I. Let T”* be the positive definite square root of matrix T in 
(6.3). Then the first of these equations can be written 
((1 +i) Tm~‘j2X,)((1 +i) Tp1!2X,)T=I. 
Thus, (1 + i) T “2X, is complex orthogonal. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T- ’ = crl with c1> 0. Then it follows from (6.7) that Z 
has all its eigenvalues on the line Im(z) = c1 and the real parts of these 
eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the real symmetrix matrix crK. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let us construct a pair of symmetric matrices K and T 
corresponding to a given diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, J,., with all eigen- 
values in the upper half plane. Define real diagonal matrices KD, T;’ in 
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such a way that K, T;’ + iT;’ = J,.. Now let U be any real orthogonal 
matrix and define 
X, = (l/a) e-‘nf4UTg2. 
Again, 1,. diagonal implies that P = I and so 
x,.PX,‘= -; UT,U= - f T 
if we define T = UT,, U > 0. Also 
X,. J,. PXT = - i Ug’( K, T; ’ + iTg ’ ) Tg2Ur 
= -i U(K, +iI)UT= -$I--iK) 
if we define K = UK, UT. We have constructed real symmetric matrices T 
and K so that Eq. (6.3) are satisfied. 
However, with this construction, K and T commute and X,. is defined in 
terms of a real orthogonal matrix (in contrast to Example 1). 
Orthogonality conditions of this kind among the eigenvectors of L(L) 
cannot be expected in general. 
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